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19-35006

Sunset Inlet

34497-19

Eastwood Drive

Narcotics

35039-19

Woodfair Lane

Larceny

19-35063

Wellington Dr

Baker Act

19-35040

Pershing Ln

RP advised their Infinity Q50 (FL tag 637EE) was broken into on 4/13/19 at
approximately 0244 hours. Two phone chargers were stolen from the
vehicle.
The stolen Honda CRV bearing Florida tag Y12RNR was observed pulling
into the RaceTrac Gas Station (5893 East SR 100) by Deputy after a BOLO
from dispatch. The vehicle appeared to attempt to flee the area at the
sight of Law Enforcement before stop sticks could be set up and threw an
object out the window. A traffic stop was attempted on Colbert Lane but
it fled and units did not pursue but maintained a visual on the vehicle. The
vehicle continued to travel throughout the county until a successful stop
stick deployment was made on Old Dixie Highway at US1 deflating both
front tires. The vehicle stopped approximately 1 mile south of Belle Terre
Pkwy on US1 northbound and a felony stop was conducted. The driver, S1
was arrested for Grand theft auto, burglary of a conveyance, and
aggravated fleeing and eluding. The passenger, O1, was unaware the
vehicle was stolen, and was taken back to his residence.
A suspicious person call was received about a male jumping the fence and
entering the rear of the residence. A Ford Focus with Florida temporary
tag CKJ5344 was observed in the driveway. The vehicle was observed
leaving the residence and S1 was observed driving with S2 in the
passenger seat. S1 was known to only have a learners permit and S2 was
only 18. A traffic stop was conducted and a probable cause search
revealed a locked backpack in the trunk that contained over 20 grams of
cannabis and a .25 caliber handgun. S1 was charged with possession of
marijuana over 20g and two counts of possession of weapon/ammunition
by Florida delinquent adult felon and S2 was charged with possession of
marijuana over 20g.
Sometime between March 26th, 2019 and April 14, 2019 a Bulgarian
Makarov 9 x 18 Caliber Pistol (bearing Serial# KT19558) was stolen from
the victims home.
W/M was taken into custody under a Baker Act.

Baker Act

19-35047

Bick Pl

Juvenile was taken into custody under a Baker Act.
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